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• **High Level Event**: Carbon Pricing and Argentina’s Climate Policy

• **Technical Workshop**: Voluntary Action under the Paris Agreement

• **19th PMR Assembly**:
  
  o Resolution PA19/2018-1, on submission of updated country implementation plans was endorsed by the Assembly.
Since Argentina...

- All 23 countries submitted updated country implementation plans

- South Africa, India and Morocco have reduced their scope of activities. Other countries have streamlined their activities.

- Grant/financing arrangements were completed for Argentina, Colombia, Panama, The Philippines, Sri Lanka, Tunisia (UNDP), and Turkey (Additional Finance).

- For PA20, ISRs submitted by Argentina, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Jordan, Morocco, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, Turkey, Vietnam, the Philippines, Cote d’Ivoire and Panama

- Country program disbursement/commitment increased to 62%
Key Developments in PMR Countries

- **Jordan** passed a climate change by-law to support climate action, including MRV system and Registry.

- **South Africa’s** carbon tax passed the parliament and is now law. Carbon tax will go into effect from June 1.

- **Ukraine** passed a draft legislation on MRV.

- **Turkey** completed its MRP activities. It currently implementing activities on ETS with additional financing.
PMR Priorities Moving Forward

- Completion of country program activities by June 2020 and finalization/dissemination by December 2020.
- Further rationalization of implementation plans; commitment of resources by an early date
- Support for program acceleration
- Bring clarity on resource availability
- Systematic closure of the programs – including documentation, reporting and outreach (e.g. Implementation Completion Reports for recipient-executed grants)
- Call for ideas on prototypes of activities that can launch countries on the path of carbon pricing implementation (for deployment of surplus resources)
Update on PMR Successor Program Development

Consultations after PA19

✓ Internal Concept Review in the World Bank – Climate Change Group Senior Management
✓ Africa Regional Consultation at Africa Climate Week, Ghana
✓ LAC Regional Consultation at World Bank Spring Meeting, Washington DC

NAME OF THE PROGRAM ???

CRISP — Carbon-pricing Readiness and Implementation Support Partnership
CPP -- Carbon Pricing Partnership

WORLD BANK GROUP
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• Analysis from the updated implementation plan exercise.

• Status update on the overall budget of the PMR and proposal on budget for FY20 for PA endorsement.

• A reinforced Knowledge Management program for FY20.

• Consultation with Assembly participants on the PMR Successor Program.
Thank You!
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